The concept of subcontinuity is extended to multifunctions. This notion is then used to obtain a number of results on multifunctions with closed graphs and to develop criteria under which a multifunction is upper semicontinuous.
1Φ Introduction* In [1] R. V. Fuller introduced the concept of subcontinuous function and used it to obtain conditions implying continuity as well as some comparisons to compactness preserving functions and some results on functions with closed graphs. In [1] Fuller stated that he thought that his results would hold for multifunctions. The purpose of this paper is to show that such is the case. Indeed the definition of subcontinuity can be extended and conditions implying upper semi-continuity for multifunctions are derived, including a generalization of a result of Muenzenberger and Smithson [4] .
By a multifunction we mean a correspondence F: X -> Y on a set X into a set Y such that F(x) is a nonempty subset of Y for each x e X. If F is a multifunction, then the graph of F is the subset {(x, y): x e X, y e F(x)} of X x Y. We denote the graph of examples exist which show that a function with a closed graph need not be continuous. However, it is easy to show that a function with a closed graph into a compact space is continuous (see remark below). By using subcontinuity we can get a significant generalization of this. 
and y a% -> ΐ/ 0 Thus there is an a n such that x an e U and y an e V which is a contradiction. Thus # 0 € jP(a?o) and # 0 e i^CA). Hence, i* 7 is u.s.c. We can deduce another result from the proof of Theorem 3.1. This result strengthens known results on upper semicontinuous point closed multifunctions. PROPOSITION 
Let F: X-> Y be a subcontinuous multifunction with a closed graph. Let x a -»x 0 and let {y a } be a net such that y a e F(x a ) for each a. If y a -• y 09 then y Q e F(x 0 ).
If we assume that Y is regular in Theorem 3.1, then the converse is also true. THEOREM 
If F: X~>Yis a point closed upper semicontinuous multifunction into a regular space, then F has a closed graph.

Proof. Suppose (x,y)$G(F).
Then y<£F(x). As we have seen a multifunction with a closed graph is in a sense almost u.s.c. In this regard there is an exercise in Kelley [3] which asserts that for such a function F{K) is closed and F~ι{K') is closed whenever K, K' are compact (a proof of this appears in [4] A closed function or multifunction on a regular space is locally closed. But a locally closed function need not be closed. THEOREM 
If F:X-+ Y is locally closed and if F~\y) is closed for each y e Y, then F has a closed graph.
Proof. If yί F(x) , then xg F~ι(y) and so there is a neighborhood U of x such that U f] F~\y) = φ and F{U) is closed. Then there is an open set V with ye V such that F(U) Π V= 0. Then U x V is a neighborhood of (x, y) which misses G(F). Hence, F has a closed graph. COROLLARY 
If F:X->Y is a closed multifunction on a regular space X and if F~x(y) is closed for each y e Y, then F has a closed graph.
REMARK. Corollary 3.5 is a restatement of Theorem 3.3.
Since a closed multifunction on a regular space is locally closed, and since a multifunction with compact range is subcontinuous; Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 given the following result from [5] which was a generalization of a result of Halfar [2] . COROLLARY 
If F:X-+Y is a closed multifunction on a regular space X into a compact space Y for which F~ι{y) is closed for all yεY, then F is upper semicontίnuous.
Another immediate consequence of the definition of locally closed is that a locally closed multifunction with closed point inverses is point closed.
By putting together some of the above we can prove. Proof. That (iii) implies (i) is Theorem 3.4 and (i) implies (ii) was proved in [4] . Finally, since X is regular and locally compact, X has a compact bases for each point and hence, (ii) implies (iii). 
Next we prove another result for fc 3 
